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Video: Syrian Army Discovers ISIS Depot with US-
Supplied Ammunition
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On  November  1,  Hayat  Tahir  al-Sham  (formerly  Jabhat  al-Nusra)  announced  that  its
members had attacked positions of the Syrian Arab Army (SAA) near the village of Abu
Qamis in southeastern Idlib. Three SAA soldiers were reportedly killed.

A source in the SAA told SouthFront that clashes had erupted near the village, but declined
to provide additional details. According to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, at least
one Hayat Tahrir al-Sham member was killed.

Later on the same day, Hayat Tahrir al-Sham and another al-Qaeda-linked group, Horas al-
Din, shelled multiple SAA positions in northern Hama and western Aleppo.

Meanwhile, Turkish and US troops carried out a first joint patrol near the town of Manbij. The
patrol  was carried out  near  the Saju Stream, which separates the Turkish-held city  of
Jarabulus from Manbij, which is controlled by the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF).
The SDF consists mostly of Kurdish armed formations like the YPG, which are considered as
terrorist groups by Ankara.

Turkish Defense Minister  Hulusi  Akar  publicly  promised that  members  of  the YPG and
another Kurdish armed group, the PKK, “will be buried in the trenches it has dug” near
Manbij. He also stated that Ankara would continue its military operations against the PKK in
northern Iraq, where the group has a wide infrastructure used for attacks in Turkey.

Sporadic clashes between the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) and the YPG/PKK are still ongoing
near Kobani in Syria. Reports also appeared that the TAF is now forming a list of Turkish-
backed groups, which would participate in a possible military operation against the YPG near
the Euphrates River.

In the province of Deir Ezzor, the SAA uncovered a large ammunition depot, which included
450,000 bullets of 7.62×51mm caliber, near the city of al-Mayadin. This ammunition depot
had been left behind by ISIS terrorists when they lost the battle for al-Mayadin to the SAA.
According to the Syrian state media, this ammunition had been supplied by the US to Syrian
militant groups, which then sold it to ISIS. Over the past few years, there have been multiple
examples when US-backed “opposition groups” have appeared to be terrorist groups or
openly cooperated with ISIS.
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